
THE NEW BOND NOVEL CARTE BLANCHE, written 
by the best–selling American thriller author Jeffery ‘The 
Bone Collector’ Deaver, was published in the UK at the 
end of May… and the first copies were delivered in typical 
Bond style, involving abseiling, a fast, sexy car and a beau-
tiful leather-clad Bond girl on a motorbike. 007 creator 
Ian Fleming had always admired Bentleys and, as a result, 
Bond owned three Bentleys over the course of the 14 origi-
nal Bond novels. He also drove them in two previous films 
in the shape of the Mark II Continental in Thunderball and 
a Mark IV in From Russia with Love.

I did have the privilege of driving one of the first 
Continental GTs a couple of years ago and I remember 
having been stunned by the sheer power and luxury the 
car had to offer. But it was not a Bond car yet at this stage. 
A little bit too cumbersome in the looks department. The 
2011 version is sleeker and so much more sexy than its 
predecessor. This one is definitely a worthy replacement 
for the Aston. Even standing still the car – with those 
21-inch wheels – has an enormous stance. Get inside and 
indulge in pure luxury. I just love the details, the exquisite 
Breitling clock in the dash, the heavy metal detachable 
ash tray in the centre console and the removable shades 
container, done in the car's interior trim (this part alone 

is worth R10 000). But don’t get your hopes up of buying 
even this tiny portion of your dream car – the container 
can only be ordered to the specific VIN number of a par-
ticular Bentley… and it requires proof of ownership!

Starting the 6l.-W12 is like firing up a jet airplane. And 
the acceleration is exhilarating as well. Despite the weight 
of 2320kg (65kg less than the previous model), the Brit 
is pulling forward relentlessly, pushing driver and pas-
sengers deep into the lush leather seats, hand-crafted 
from the hides of eight happy cows. Driving it fast you’re 
getting this Bond feeling but, as a mere mortal, you’re not 
immune to the authorities like 007. Or, as Deaver puts it 
in Carte Blanche: 'The police was not a problem… Bond 
had phoned in an NDR – a Null Detain Request – and his 
number plate was ignored by cameras and constables with 
speed guns. Ah, the Bentley Continental GT Coupe… the 
finest off-the-peg vehicle in the world, Bond believed.' 

I'm thundering along Chapman’s Peak Drive between 
Noordhoek and Hout Bay, without having phoned in 
for an NDR. There is a mighty storm rolling in from 
the sea, competing with the GT’s magnificiently unique 
engine growl. The road surface is as wet as it was on 
the Franschhoek Pass a short while ago, but with the 
Continental’s all-wheel drive the road-holding stays the 

same, no matter whether the tarmac is dry or moist. 
The new Bentley Continental GT is one of only a 
few cars in the world, that leaves you shaken - and 
stirred.  

BENTLEY CONTINENTAL GT
Engine 6l.-W12 twin-turbo Power 575 hp
Acceleration 0-100km/h 4.6 sec.
Top Speed 318 kmh Price 3.25 Mio
southafrica.bentleymotors.com
jefferydeaver.com 

BONDING 

WITH BENTLEY
In the latest Bond novel 
the famous British secret 
agent will finally go back to 
his automobile roots. He's 
ditching his legendary Aston 
Martin (which 
stands almost 
synonymous 
for 007) in 
favour of the 
magnificent 
new Bentley 
Continental GT. 
TB Motoring Editor Dieter 
Losskarn had a spin in it
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MICRA 
WAVE
Nissan’s brand-new version 
of the successful Micra is 
one of South Africa’s most 
affordable city cars.
Almost 30 years and four models later, 
Nissan is redefining the city car stand-
ard with its latest Micra. Practically 
everything is new. From the platform 
to exterior and interior, to the low-
emission three-cylinder petrol engine. 
There is lots of space inside, but the car 
remains compact outside. The design 
is bolder than before.

For a car this size, with a price starting 
at R108 400 for the 1.2 Visia (76hp) it 
is very well equipped. Electric power-
steering and ABS with brake-assist 
come standard, quite uncommon in a 
city car like this.
Especially for our local petrolheads 
there is a 1.5dCi Acenta (R140 400; 
64hp) and a 1.5 petrol Tekna (R143 
400; 99hp) version available, promising 
even more driving fun. Currently the 
Micra holds the record for the lowest 
cost per kilometre in its class.
nissan.co.za
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